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after appear and for purposes of illustration, but not of
limitation, specific embodiments of the invention are
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7. Ciaims. (C. 128-325)
This invention relates to mechanisms useful in the

strangulation of tubular members. Specifically, it is
directed toward devices including hemostatic clips and

applicator structures useful in the strangulation of blood
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vessels and other fluids ducts in the human body.

The particular application of this invention to the
strangulation of blood vessels will serve as an illustra
tion of the inventive concepts enclosed herein. It will
be appreciated, however, that the mechanisms embodying
the concepts of this invention can be adapted for the
closing of other tubular structures at intermediate points

as well as near their open ends.
In the course of a surgical operation, a Surgeon must
often sever one or more blood vessels. It is desirable

struction designed in accordance with the concepts of
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to provide means for closing the ends of the severed
the patient.

blood vessels and the like whereby the blood vessels may
be sealed off in a highly efficient manner to prevent bleed
ing during an operation and whereby the operation can
proceed with a minimum loss of time as well as blood

FIG. 5 is an elevational view of the clip shown in
FIG. 6 is a view of the clip taken about line 6-6
Of FIG. 5.
FiG. 7 is a cross-sectional view of the clip taken about
line 7-7 of FIG. 5.
FIG. 8 is a perspective view of a blood vessel with a
clip clamped thereon; and
FiG. 9 illustrates the strangulation of a blood vessel
effected by having a clip clamped thereon.
The hemostatic clip of this invention is adapted to

Conventional means for closure consist of ligattires or
the like tied about the individual vessels at the desired
point of strangulation. The customary technique provides

has been made. After clamping the vessels, a ligature is
secured about each vessel providing closure and per
mitting the removal of the clamps. In some instances a
great number of vessels must be severed after requiring
one or more hours for proper closure at which point the
operation may proceed. Also, the accurate placement of
conventional hemostats and ligatures, particularly in con
fined areas or in close proximity to other hemostats and
the like, often takes the ability of even the most skilled
surgeon. It will be apparent that an improved technique
for closure will not only obviate the excessive expen
ditures of time by the surgeon and his assistants under
conventional practice but also the dangers to the patient
inherent in any delay.
It is an object of this invention to provide mechanisms
for use in the strangulation of blood vessels whereby the
time required for closure is materially reduced and where
by bleeding can be terminated without the use of the
excessive coinbination of clamping and tying operations.
It is a more particular object of this invention to
provide improved mechanisms for the strangulation of

this invention.

FIG. 4;

vessels, at least until the end of the operation, to stop
bleeding that could interfere with the performance of
the operation as well as present unnecessary risks to

for the separate clamping of each vessel after the incision

shown in the accompanying drawings, in which:
FIG. 1 is a sectional elevational view showing the
spatial relation of the clip and magazine;
FIG. 2 comprises an enlarged cross-sectional view illus
trating the relative positions of clip, applicator and maga
zine during loading of the applicator with a clip from
the magazine;
FIG. 3 is an enlarged sectional view illustrating the
manner in which the jaw portions of the applicator pro
vide for closing the clip;
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of a hemostatic clip con
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be formed from a triangular strip of deformable non
toxic material whereby it can be safely used in an opera
tion. The clip to be fully described hereinafter defines a
pair of arm portions with interfaces in opposed relation
ship. These interfaces, when clamped by means to be
described, engage the outer surface of a blood vessel to
effect the strangulation desired.
The applicator of this invention includes jaw portions
with defining means for receiving the outer faces of the
arm portion the clip. When so received the clip will be
firmly held and there will be little tendency for the clip to
be dislodged therefrom before being clamped to a blood

vessel.
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In order to further increase the efficiency of this in
vention, a suitable magazine or holding means is provided
for mounting a plurality of clips in position to be loaded
between the jaws of the applicator for use. The holding
means and associated clips can be sterilized and packaged
whereby they can be stored indefinitely and will be ready
for use at any time. The slots defined in the holding means
are dimensioned to receive therein the end portion of the
jaws of the applicator means, to permit the jaws to grasp
the clip contained therein and extract it from the hold
ing means thereby eliminating the necessity of handling
the clip at any time between sterilization and use in the
strangulation of a blood vessel.
The accompanying drawings illustrate the structures
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thereby to maintain conditions most favorable to the
patient.
It is a specific object of this invention to provide an
improved design for a hemostatic clip, which is adapted
to meet the foregoing objects and an applicator structure
for the insertion with a high degree of accuracy of place
ment of the aforementioned clip both to be used in con
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rapid use to accomplish the aforementioned objects.
These and other objects of this invention will herein
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junction with a holding means that will facilitate their

that embody the concepts of this invention. As illustrated
in FIGS. 4 through 7, the henncstatic clip of this inven
tion comprises a triangular elongate strip 25 of deform
able material having its end portions arranged in arms 28
in Spaced apart parallel relation with the facing inner sur
faces of the arms, corresponding to the base of the tri
angular cross-section, being formed intermediate their
lateral edges with a valley or recessed portion 26 extend
ing lengthwise through at least the end portion of the
arms and preferably through the entire length thereof.
in the preferred practice, as illustrated, the clip is
formed with but a single recessed portion which extends

continuously through the central portion of the strip but
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hold on the blood vessel even with the light champing
pressure necessary to effect strangulation thereby prevent

it will be understood that the inner face of the strip may
be formed with more than one such recessed portion in

ing bleeding and providing an additional Safety feature
side by side parallel relation. The ridges 24 formed along
insuring that if the clamping pressure used to close the
side the recessed portion are preferably formed to curvi
is excessive, part of the vessel upon which the clamp
linear shape and the inner surfaces are preferably, but not 5 clip
is fixed will remain uncrushed.
necessarily, formed with longitudinally spaced part, cross
The design of the clip construction 25, which represents
wise extending serrations 23 which extend continuously
the preferred design, is particularly important. The pro
crosswise of the strip from edge to edge.
visions of the parallel portions 28 and the angled ridges
The strip is formed of non-toxic material, such as stain
less steel, plastics and like materials, which are capable 0 37 serve to insure a firm gripping action by the applicator.
These straight sections of the clip are readily Seated in
of being deformed and which retain the amount of de
the grooves 20 in the lips 19, the ridges 2i preventing
formation for fixedly clamping blood vessels therebe
the clip from sliding from the groove. The minimum
tWeen.
thickness of the applicator is not dictated by the thick
In the illustrated modification, the bail portion 30 of
the strip intermediate the spaced arms 28 is bent to sub 5 ness of the clip. Rather, the applicator need only be
thick enough to firmly hold the clip which, it will be ap
stantially V-shape but it will be apparent that the portion
preciated, may be of a dimension greater than the lip
intermediate the arms may be formed to other contours,
of the applicator. Therefore, the limits on the applica
Such U-shape, rounded shape, or other polygonal shape.
tion of the hemostatic clips of this invention in confined
The depth and width of the recess 26 is not sufficient to
noticeably weaken the clip, yet adeqaute to leave ridges 20 areas will be set by the size of the clip itself as well as
the dimensions of the applicator. Also, a single applicator
24 that will impress a circumferential band of compression
may be used in the application of clips of various sizes.
about the blood vessel whereon the clip is attached.
When it is desired to place two or more clips on One
The crosswise extending serrations are dimensioned to
vessel, side by side, this may be readily accomplished
have a depth and width substantially equal to the depth
and width of the recess 26, and spaced to permit at least 25 by clamping the clips one at a time or all at once through
the use of an applicator on each lip of which are defined
one and preferably more than one such serration to be in
parallel V-grooves dimensioned to securely hold more
contact with the surface of the blood vessel upon which
than one clip in side by side relation. Closing the jaws of
the clip is attached, yet not so close as to permit the dis
the applicator will simultaneously clamp the clips held
tance between the center lines of the serrations to be less
than twice the width of recess 26.

As illustrated in the drawings, the clip holder 31 com
prises a rigid body in the form of a substantially rectangu
lar block 40 having a recessed portion across the top and
down the sides with the recessed portion 32 across the top
being formed of V-shape or other shape corresponding
to the bail of the clip and dimensioned to have a length
corresponding to the length of the clip and a width slight
ly greater than the width of the clip. The recessed por.
tion 34, which extends downwardly along the sides of the
body from the opposite end of the top recess, is dimen
Sioned to have a width slightly greater than the width of

30 therein.
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the jaw portions of the applicator or the clip, whichever
is greater. With the bail of the clip seated firmly on the
Saddle portion 32 of the recess and with the arms extend
ing downwardly in the recessed portion 34, the depth of
the recess 34 is dimensioned to permit the ends of the
clip to terminate short of the ends of the recessed por

tions by an amount which corresponds to the spaced rela
tion between the end of the V-groove 20 and the end of
the jaw portion, or slightly greater.
The open ends of a clip can be placed on opposite sides
of the severed end of a blood vessel and, when pressure is
applied to urge the jaw members 19 and 20 of the applica
tion in the direction towards each other, the clip held by
the jaws will be camped as shown in FIG. 3. The inter
faces on the ends of the clip arms being the first portions
to come in contact, the remainder of the interfaces en
circling the blood vessel and pressing together, strangulat
ing the vessel as shown in FIG. 8.
The clips are designed to tightly seal the blood vessel
when clamped thereon and, therefore, the use of ligatures
in an operation can be greatly diminished. As illustrated
in FIG. 9, the ridges of the opposed interfaces of the clip
engage the surface of the blood vessel at multiple locations
24 whereby more than one tight seal is formed. The ad
Vantage of several separate sealing rings in a given length
of blood vessel over one single seal is that the clamping
force exerted by the clip is concentrated in the circum
ferential compression band impressed by the ridges on
the clip's interfaces rather than distributed over the en
closed length of the vessel clamped. To adequately seal
the vessel less clamping pressure need be applied than is
necessary with the clip with small interfaces. Such re
duces the danger of crushing the vessel walls. The multiple
crosswise serrations on the clip interfaces insure a firm

The clip of this invention is preferably formed of
surgical metals which are non-toxic and which therefore
can be tolerated within the body for indefinite periods
of time. Representative of such metals are stainless steel,
platinum and tantalum. It is also contemplated that the
clips be formed of less expensive non-toxic, non-metallic
materials such as plastic, or materials which are slowly
absorbable in body fluids, such as collagen, gelatin,
albumin, dried blood, synthetic materials, and the like.
It will be understood that various other changes can be
made in the above described hemostatic clip and ap
plicator constructions which provide the characteristics of
this invention without departing from the spirit thereof,
particularly as defined in the following claims.
I claim:

1. A hemostatic clip formed of an elongate deformable
Strip of non-toxic material comprising a pair of arms in
terconnected at one end and open at the other with the
arms arranged in laterally spaced apart substantilly par
allel relation, each of said arm portions being triangular
in cross-section with a flat side facing inwardly and with
the apex facing outwardly, at least one longitudinal valley
and at least one crosswise serration in the flat interior
55
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Surfaces of the arms facing one another.
2. A clip construction in accordance with claim 1
wherein said strip defines a V-shaped configuration and
comprises an equilaterally triangular cross-section, one
side of the triangle indented to conform to the longi
tudinal valley on the clip's interface, the depth and width
of the valley sufficient to allow the ridges alongside to
define multiple circumferential lines of contact upon the
tubular member to which it is to be clamped without ma
terially weakening the clip.
3. A clip construction in accordance with claim i
wherein said strip defines a V-shaped configuration and
comprises a triangular cross-section that is essentially
isosceles, the base of said triangle indented to conform to
the longitudinal valley on the clip's interface, the depth
and width of the valley sufficient to allow the ridges
alongside to define multiple circumferential lines of con
tact upon the tubular member to which it is to be clamped
without materially weakening the clip.
4. A hemostatic clip as described in claim having
multiple longitudinal valleys.
5. A clip construction in accordance with claim

3,363,628
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in which said strip is formed of a deformable surgical
metal.

2,598,901
2,635,238
2,881,762
3,120,230

6. A clip construction in accordance with claim
in which said strip is formed of a material slowly
absorbable in body fluids.
5 3,247,852
7. A clip construction in accordance with claim 1 in
which said strip is formed from a non-metallic, deforma
ble, sterile material.
1,319,275
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